
Year 3: We look after the BROAD BEANS. 

Why? Because we use them to make cous cous salad in Term 

3. 

Important time 

number1 

Plant the broad bean plants in September. The variety 

“Aquadulce Claudia” are the best to grow over winter. 

How do we plant 

them? 

Dig the ground. Remove any weeds. Apply chicken 

manure. Plant the beans about 10-15 cms apart in a 

bed sheltered from the wind. Water them. 

What do we do 

next? 

Check them about every two days for the next two 

weeks. Water them if the ground is dry. 

Do we get a rest? Yes! From the end of October until the end of February 

all you have to do is check them every fortnight and 

pull out any weeds. 

Important time 

number2 

In March. You may need to push some canes into the 

ground and carefully tie the plants to them for support. 

When the flowers start to form the broad bean plants 

must be watered twice every week until it is time to 

pick the beans. Keep weeding. 

Important time 

number3 

When all the flowers have opened – probably about the 

end of April –cut off the top 10cms of each plant. This 

will help the pods to grow. Remember to keep watering 

and weeding. 

What do we do 

next? 

Check the pods every week. When you can see the 

beans inside the pods you can start to pick them. Pick 

the lower pods first as these will develop the quickest.  

When can we eat 

them? 

As soon as you pick them. Remove the pods and eat the 

beans inside.  

IMPORTANT!  If we have a very bad winter your broad bean plants 

may not grow very well. If this happens plant some 

more in small pots in February and keep them in the 

polytunnel. Don’t forget to water them! Then plant out 

the new plants in March and follow the steps above but 

remember everything will be delayed by about a month. 

 


